Alongside all of the books and DVD’s that we have available at the LLC there are also a range of games and activities for a variety of different languages. We have decided to provide a list of everything that we have to offer, please feel free to have a read and come down to the LLC to check them out!

**Italian**

**In Giro Per l’Italia**

Discover the culture, the traditions and the geography of Italy. Choose your own itinerary and the places that you want to visit. There are 2 levels of difficulty so it can be played by experienced or beginner language learners.

**ITAL.GEN.16025.K All Levels**

**Pairs Game for Italian**

The object of this game is to collect as many pairs as possible. It is a great way to learn vocabulary. The players turn all the cards face down and try to match the phrases with the pictures. The player with the most pairs at the end of the game wins!

**ITAL.LAN.17520.K All Levels**

**Il Gioco dell’Oca**

This game is the Italian equivalent to Snakes and Ladders. Each player’s piece is moved according to throws of one or two dice. A goose or a bridge is like a ladder but there are penalty squares as well which either result in going backwards, or having to start from the very beginning.

**ITAL.GEN.16030.K Elementary**
Spanish

**Con Tus Palabras**

This entertaining Spanish game helps students learn and use verb forms and tenses. Players also develop vocabulary and language skills associated with expressions of time. Contains a colourful playing board, 66 cards, dice and instructions.

**SPAN.GEN.17500.K**  **Elementary**

**Comprendo**

This fun Spanish game simulates a holiday experience in Spain, the purpose of the game is to collect day trips by speaking the language. The first person to match these day trips to their 'wish list' is the winner. It is for language learners of any level – you don’t need to speak a word of Spanish before playing. The game gets you to listen and speak. You will ask and answer questions that have been designed by Spanish teachers and linguists to be fun and easy to remember.

**SPAN.LAN.15920.K**  **Beginner**

**Pairs Game for Spanish**

The object of this game is to collect as many pairs as possible. It is a great way to learn vocabulary. The players turn all the cards face down and try to match the phrases with the pictures. The player with the most pairs at the end of the game wins!

**SPAN.LAN.17530.K**  **All Levels**

**Conjugation Wheel**

Learn the irregular conjugations for 60 Spanish verbs. Each verb is presented in the following forms: Infinitivo, presente del indicativo, pretérito perfecto compuesto, pretérito perfecto simple, pretérito imperfecto, futuro simple del indicativo, condicional, presente de subjuntivo.

**SPAN.LAN.17555.K**  **All Levels**
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

French

Pairs Game for French

The object of this game is to collect as many pairs as possible. It is a great way to learn vocabulary. The players turn all the cards face down and try to match the phrases with the pictures. The player with the most pairs at the end of the game wins!

FREN.LAN.17525.K       All Levels

Conjugation Wheel

Learn the irregular conjugations for 60 French verbs. Each verb is presented in the following forms: Infinitif, indicatif présent, passé composé, imparfait, futur simple, conditionnel présent.

FREN.LAN.17545.K       All Levels

Cranium

Cranium bills itself as the "whole-brain" game. It's a party game that borrows from a host of other popular party games of recent times. Players have to successfully complete activities in each of four sections to win: In
- Creative Cat: A player must clue a word to his or her teammates by drawing it, sculpting it in clay, or drawing it with his or her eyes closed.
- Data Head: A variety of trivia questions.
- Word Worm: Players unscramble words, spell challenging words, guess definitions, identify words with letters left out, or spell words backwards.
- Star Performer: players must whistle a song, impersonate a celebrity, or act out a clue.

FREN.LAN.15865.K       Advanced
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

Chinese

Feilong

Feilong combines the structure of Trivial Pursuit with a decidedly nontrivial goal: increasing players' awareness of China's culture, geography, and history. Feilong, which means "flying dragon," can be played at several different knowledge levels. Designed for 2–8 players, it can also be played in teams for classroom use.

CHIN.GEN.17375.K All Levels

Japanese

Cluedo

Players move from room to room in a mansion to solve the mystery of: who done it, with what, and where? Players are dealt character, weapon, and location cards after the top card from each card type is secretly placed in the confidential file in the middle of the board. Players must move to a room and then make an accusation against a character saying they did it in that room with a specific weapon.

JAPA.GEN.16325.K Intermediate

The Game of Life

The player starts in his toddler years and has to go to elementary school, junior high school, and high school before being allowed to either go to university or start his career.

JAPA.GEN.16530.K Intermediate
German

Conjugation Wheel

Learn the irregular conjugations for 60 German verbs. Each verb is presented in the following forms: Infinitiv, Präsens, Futur I, Konditional, Imperativ, Präteritum, Perfect, Konjunktiv II.

GERM.LAN.17550.K All Levels

Monopoly

Players take the part of land owners, attempting to buy and then develop their land. Income is gained by other players visiting their properties and money is spent when they visit properties belonging to other players. When times get tough, players may have to mortgage their properties to raise cash for fines, taxes and other misfortunes.

GERM.GEN.15210.K Intermediate

Pairs Game for German

The object of this game is to collect as many pairs as possible. It is a great way to learn vocabulary. The players turn all the cards face down and try to match the phrases with the pictures. The player with the most pairs at the end of the game wins!

GERM.LAN.17515.K All Levels

Bau Den Satz

This entertaining German game helps students learn and use verb forms and tenses. Players also develop vocabulary and language skills associated with expressions of time.

GERM.GEN.17510.K Elementary
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

**Fahr Mit. Reisen in Deutschland**

Discover the culture and history of the regions all around Germany. Includes the game board and lots of interesting trivia cards.

**GERM.GEN.15220.K** Intermediate

**Fahr Mit. Reisen in Deutschland**

Players roll a die and move through the city, trying to reach the famous sites (especially those two whose cards they drew at the beginning and which are marked). Additionally, taxis, buses and the tube can be used to get around more quickly, but they have to be paid for in travel chips. Players answer questions to return to their starting location.

**GERM.GEN.18380.K** Advanced
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

Maori

Aotearoa Road Trip

Take your students, family or friends on a journey around Aotearoa and learn to recognise and name key locations in Māori with this fun Maori language game. As players travel throughout Aotearoa, their aim is to pronounce and collect as many postcards as they can. The player with the most postcards at the end of the game is the winner.

MAOR.GEN.15905.K  Beginner

Luna Quest

A board game for learning colours and shapes in Te Reo Maori.

MAOR.GEN.15915.K  Beginner

Kei a wai?

Players learn Māori words, Māori phrases, Māori grammar, Māori sentence structures and Māori pronunciation. This Māori language game exists in several versions – each with its own teaching focus. Each language game version uses colourful images coupled with spoken questions and answers to systematically build oral skills.

MAOR.GEN.18180.K  Beginner
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

English

**Apples to Apples**

*Activities:* A popular fun and party game which encourage critical thinking in a comparison game setting  
*Play Time:* 30 min  
*Players:* 4-8  
*Materials:* Play rules, play cards

ELIN.LAN.15960.K  
**Advanced**

**Rory's Story Cubes**

*Activities:* Roll the cubes and create a story – excellent for practising speaking and vocabulary, exercising the imagination, and just having fun inventing stories – let your imagination run wild!  
*Play Time:* As long as you like  
*Players:* 1 or more  
*Materials:* Play rules, 9 cubes

TECH.GEN.16130.K  
**All Levels**

**Rory’s Story Cubes - Actions**

*Activities:* Roll the cubes and create a story – excellent for practising speaking and vocabulary, exercising the imagination, and just having fun inventing stories – let your imagination run wild!  
*Play Time:* As long as you like  
*Players:* 1 or more  
*Materials:* Play rules, 9 cubes

**Cool Cubes**

*Activities:* Write topics, words, numbers on the blank cubes, or draw pictures on them and practice vocabulary, pronunciation, or speaking in an entertaining way! The faces of the cube are erasable, just wipe off and re-use!  
*Play Time:* As long as you like  
*Players:* 1 or more  
*Materials:* Four cubes, felt tip pen and instructions

TECH.GEN.16120.K  
**All Levels**
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

**Boggle**

Try and find as many words as you can in the allotted time. All letters have to be connected and can only be used once! Includes dice, board and timer.

**ELIN.LAN.16475.K**  All Levels

---

**Monopoly Here and Now NZ Version**

Just like the original game, but with NZ places. Players take the part of land owners, attempting to buy and then develop their land. Income is gained by other players visiting their properties and money is spent when they visit properties belonging to other players. When times get tough, players may have to mortgage their properties to raise cash for fines, taxes and other misfortunes.

**ELIN.LAN.17595.K**  Intermediate

---

**Trivial Pursuits Genus V Edition**

The object of the game is to move around the board by correctly answering trivia questions. Questions are split into six categories, with each one having its own color to readily identify itself.

**ELIN.GEN.17585.K**  Intermediate
LLC Foreign Language Games and Activities

**Articulate!**

**Activities:** players describe words from different categories to their team as quickly as possible. The teams move round the board based on the number of words correctly guessed, and occasional spinner bonuses. Each round is 30 seconds long.

**Play Time:** As long as you like

**Players:** 4-20

**Materials:** Board, Question Cards

**ELIN.GEN.18375.K**

Upper

Intermediate